
South Central Railway 

HSM TYTTA Divisional Office 
cTTHC fdHTI Personnel Department 
Taco Guntakal 515801 

NO.SCR/P-GTL/210(ayC-1/CTTI Dt. 30.06.2022. 

OFFICE ORDER NO.601/Tkt. Chg/2022. 
Sub:- Promotion/Transfer of TTI in Pay Matrix Level in VII CPC. 
Ref:- This office memorandum No. 412/Comm. 2021 dated. 30.12.2021 

***** 

The following Senior Ticket Examiner in level-5 ( GP 2800) who are found suitable for promotion as 

Travelling Ticket Inspector (TTI) in level-6 in VII CPC and placed in selected list vide this office memorandum
Ced., are now promoted as TTI and posted as is where is basis. Their pay on promotion is fixed as indicated
against their names. 

The promotion on as is where is basis is granted purely for financial benefit of the employee till such time 
the post in the higher grade is identified to accommodate. Therefore the promotion as such does not confer any 
privilege to represent that the tenure in present post (after promotion) is to be considered de novo during 

general/periodical transfers. 

Existing pay level-5 
01.07.2021

Pay fixed on 
Promotion in SL NO. Name of the employee 

Level-6 
Vijay kumar 

Sr.TE/MALM
PF No.24529802025
|G. Siva kumar 
Sr.TE/DHNE

PF No. 15229801917
(ONLY 03 EMPLOYEES)

Rs. 31000 Rs. 35400 

2 Rs. 31000 Rs.35400 

1. The above promotion order shall take effect from the date of shouldering of higher responsibilities. The 
above promotion is provisional and subject to the outcome of judgment from Supreme court/High 
court/CAT as the case may be in respect of petitions/appeals pending in respect of reservations.

2. The above promotion is also provisional subject to the outcome of the main SLPs and Contempt 
Petition( C) No.314/2016 in SLP( C ) No. 4831/2012- Samtha Andolan Samithi through President Vs 
Sanjay Kothari & others and any other cases pending in any other courts on the above subject. 

3.The promotion should not be given effect if the employee is undergoing penalty/pending DAR/ 
SPE/Vig. Clearance debarring his promotion. It is the personal responsibility of the supervisory official 
to ensure this. 

This has the approval of the competent authority.

Asst. Personnel Offcer (Cadre) 
For Sr-BfO/GTL 

Copy to: 
CTTI/ MALM & GTL information and to notify the employees accordingly,
Sr.DCM/GTL,Sr.DFM/GTL.Ch.OS/Bills, SRLe's and0.0 file 
DSs/SCRMU, SCRES Sangh and OBC Assn. ALSCT Assn/GTL 


